In this paper, a distributed adaptive partitioning algorithm inspired by division of labor in honeybees is investigated for its applicability in a swarm of underwater robots in one hand and is qualitatively compared with the behaviour of honeybee colonies on the other hand. The algorithm, Partitioning Social Inhibition (PSI), is based on local interactions and uses a simple logic inspired from age-polyethism and task allocation in honeybee colonies. The algorithm is analyzed in simulation and is successfully applied here to partition a swarm of underwater robots into groups demonstrating its adaptivity to changes and applicability in real world systems. In a turn towards the inspiration origins of the algorithm, three honeybee colonies are then studied for age-polyethism behaviours and the results are contrasted with a simulated swarm running the PSI algorithm. Similar effects are detected in both the biological and simulated swarms suggesting biological plausibility of the mechanisms employed by the artificial system.
Introduction
Social insects are promising sources of inspiration in the field of swarm intelligence and collective robotics.
Such insects are highly capable of self-organization and self-regulation of their colonies and adaptation to changes in the internal and environmental conditions. One of the prominent characteristics of social insects is division of labor happening in, e.g., honeybee colonies [34, 14] , wasps [37] , termites [8] and ants [13, 20] . * corresponding author 1 These insects maintain plasticity in their colony structure meaning that the partitioning of the colonies into task-groups are adaptable to internal status such as the age of the workers or the amount of brood as well as the environmental status such as availability of food. The adaptivity and quick response to the changes in the status of colony and maintaining specialization for the workers are interesting features of the methods driving behaviours of the colonies of social insects.
Different models have been proposed to explain the mechanisms of regulation of division of labor in social insects, e.g. foraging-for-work [36] , response-threshold reinforcement [5, 35] , and common-stomach models [22] (for a review of such models see [3] ). A set of models were also proposed based on the concept of social inhibition [14, 16] . In the social inhibition models, inhibitory effects on behavioral development in social insects are taken into account.
In the field of swarm robotics where a large number of relatively simple robots self-coordinate to perform tasks, social insects are an important source of inspiration [32, 29] . For example, in [12] and [23] , models of ants-foraging behaviour are implemented for maintaining division of labor in a group of robots performing an object retrieval task. Response-threshold reinforcement model [5, 35] which is inspired by wasps is applied in robot swarms, e.g. in [19, 38, 42] . In [33] a trophallaxis-inspired strategy which is inspired by food exchange of honeybees and ants is applied to a swarm of robots in simulation.
In this work, we consider an algorithm of division of labor called Partitioning Social Inhibition (PSI) previously proposed in [43] . In designing the algorithm we were interested in a number of features. The main feature was the general ability of the decentralized algorithm to split a swarm of agents into subgroups where each subgroup is assigned to a task and the size of the subgroups are set according to the relative demands for the tasks. The size of the subgroups should be adaptive to the task-demands and available workforce during run-time. In addition, specialization should be maintained in the system, i.e. unnecessary switching between different subgroups should be limited due to practical costs (e.g., a robot may need to spend some energy and time to move to another region when it switches to a different task; or a honeybee needs a number of physiological and morphological changes in order to perform a different task [17, 25] ).
The algorithm is inspired from the behaviour of honeybees and it works based on local interactions between agents. It was previously [43] used to regulate the number of agents that undertake different tasks in a swarm in abstract simulation. The adaptivity of the algorithm against internal and environmental changes in the swarm and the low number of switching of agents between different tasks, which enables specialization, makes it promising for real robot applications.
The algorithm is implemented here in a swarm of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) robots with local communication abilities. It exhibits a successful partitioning of the swarm into different task-groups and a high adaptivity of the swarm to the changes in the number of robots in presence of real-world communication noise. The robotic experiment is then implemented in simulation with different number of robots and the internal dynamics of the algorithm variables are depicted. The algorithm is then analyzed for different parameter settings.
With a turn towards the biological origins of the algorithm, we also report results from experiments with a number of real honeybee colonies and simulated swarms of agents running the PSI algorithm. The colonies were faced a special human-induced situation, namely human-induced swarming event, which dramatically changes the age demography of the colony. Behaviours of the simulated swarm of agents that run the algorithm and the real colonies are then compared after the swarming event and indicates qualitatively similar effects of social inhibition in both cases.
Social Inhibition in Honeybees
A worker honeybee undertakes different tasks during its life-time (see Figure 1 for a brief illustration).
The honeybee develops morphologically and physiologically according to the task it undertakes [10, 39, 26] . In a normal situation there is a correlation between the age of the honeybee and the task it performs [21, 30, 41, 4] . This mechanism of behavioral development is called age-polyethism (or temporal polyethism).
Earlier in the adult life, a honeybee performs nursing in a normal colony. Then it physiologically grows to undertake other tasks inside the hive. Only in its final weeks, the honeybee gets physiologically old enough to leave the hive for foraging [39, 31, 18] . The behavioural development can be delayed, accelerated, or even reversed in response to changes in colony or environmental conditions. It has been shown [15] that honeybee colonies are adaptive to age distribution of the colony and also to the changes in the task demands. For example, in a colony of young honeybees, the age in which a bee starts foraging (an outside task) is lower than in a normal colony. It means the behavioral development in such a colony is accelerated. On the other hand, presence of older bees delays or inhibits the development of the physiological age of other bees in the colony. Another example is the behaviour of colonies when the hive workers are removed. In this case, the development of the physiological age decreases and inverts resulting in transformation of out-of-hive workers into inside-hive workers.
It has been proposed [14] that the interactions between workers drive mechanisms of hormonal regulation in honeybees and result in a social inhibition that explains age polyethism and adaptability of the colony to 3 different age distributions. This concept is used in different researches toward developing models of social inhibition, e.g., [2, 27, 11] . 
Partitioning Social Inhibition
In the Partitioning Social Inhibition (PSI ) algorithm, tasks are considered to be ordered in a sequence such that an agent is only allowed to switch to the previous or the next task in the sequence. Every agent in the swarm, contains a state variable x. This state variable is inspired from physiological age of honeybees.
Since in honeybees, there is a correlation between the physiological age and the task the honeybee chooses to perform, here the agents choose their tasks based on their x value. The x variable can have a value in the range of [x min , x max ]. If the x value of an agent reaches a threshold value, the agent switches to the next task. In fact, there are a number of thresholds defined in the range of [x min , x max ] that partition the range into a number of segments. Each segment is associated with a task in the task sequence (see Figure 2 ).
The thresholds are augmented with lower and upper margins (l b and l u respectively). That means, an agent in task i switches to task i+1 if its x value exceeds th i:i+1 + l u . The agent switches to task i−1 , if its x value becomes lower than th i−1:i − l b . The lower and upper margins prevent the agents from instant back and forth switches between two consecutive tasks due to noise.
The idea is to decentrally distribute the x values over the x-range while the agents keep the distance between their x values such that the number of xs in every task's segment is proportional to the demand for the associated task.
If the x values are uniformly distributed over the range and we set the thresholds such that the range is split into segments proportional to the task demands, the number of agents in each task will be proportional to the demands (Figure 2 ). The method is independent of the swarm size and therefore it is theoretically adaptive to any change in the workforce, e.g. adding or removing physiologically young (small x) or old (large x) agents to the swarm. Figure 2 : Uniform distribution of x over the range and proper thresholds that split the range relative to the task-demands. In this example, ten agents are divided into three tasks. The relative demands for the three tasks and therefore the relative number of the agents undertaking the tasks are 20%,60%, and 20% respectively.
The distribution of the x values over the x-range has to be done in a decentralized way via local communication between the agents. In order to achieve that, every agent contains two more variables, d
lower and are updated based on the distance between the x values of the two agents:
Additionally, d 
where κ is a small value in terms of segments sizes. The d values at the boundaries are updated such that in a uniform distribution, there is no difference between the boundaries (x min and x max ) and the threshold values th. For example in Figure 2 , note the equality of the distance between the minimum x and x min with the distance between th 1:2 and either of the x values next to it.
The gradual drift defined by Eq. 3 occurs before Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. This way, the window range
] is first widened by using Eq. 3 and then x j is compared against it by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.
Every agent tends to keep its x value equally distanced from the closest higher and lower x values of the others. Therefore, with every update of the d lower and d higher , the x value is also updated, as follows:
where δ is step-size which is a constant parameter with a small value in terms of the size of task segments.
In the current implementation X ∼ δ × U (0, 1).
After every update of x, an agent considers switching to the previous or next tasks in the task sequence.
For an agent in task t , new task is chosen as follows:
where th t−1:t and th t:t+1 represent the threshold values between task t−1 and task t , and task t and task t+1 6 respectively. l u and l b are the upper and lower margins for the thresholds.
Summarizing the PSI algorithm
The following actions (Algorithm 1) are performed by any agent i that receives information from another agent j:
Algorithm 1 summarized algorithm update d lower and d higher using Eq. 3. update d lower and d higher using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. update x using Eq. 4. update the assigned task using Eq. 5.
In the experiments reported here we applied a heuristic to regulate κ based on the number of interactions for every agent. The value of κ is updated for an agent every time it interacts with others (every time it receives information from another agents):
where α = 0.1, and T last is the time (number of time-steps) since the last interaction. κ b is a constant value.
Is the PSI algorithm usable for division of labor in real-world robots?
A swarm of "Lily" underwater AUV robots ( Figure 3 ) [9] developed in the project CoCoRo [7] was used for the first tests of PSI algorithm in a real world platform in presence of noise. The task was to distributively split the swarm into two task-groups with equal number of robots. The two groups stayed in different depth levels forming two separate layers of robots.
The maximum number of robots available for the experiment was eight. The robots have a size of about 15cm. They use Radio Frequency (RF) for local communication under water. The RF range is about 50cm
transmitting integer values between 0 and 512. The system is prone to noise. The robots were physically confined in an area with the surface size of 1 × 2m 2 , and depth of 1m. The depth of the two layers are 15cm
and 35cm and the cycle length of the robots are 150msec.
The algorithmic settings are presented in Table 1 . All the robots were initialized with an identical physiologicalage (x). The operational loop of a robot is summarized in Algorithm 2.
In order to test the adaptivity of the swarm to potential changes in the workforce (number of available robots), we changed the number of robots during the experiment and demonstrated the adaptability of the system to the changes. Figure 4 shows the desired and actual number of robots in the course of the experiment. In the beginning, four robots are put into the water one after the other every 15 sec approximately. The 15 sec is the time that the experimenter needed in practice to pick a robot, starts it, let its pumps out since they are AUV robots and put them in the water. The experimenter then keeps the swarm size unchanged for about one minute (67 sec) and then starts adding more robots to the water until all the eight robots are inside. The swarm 8 size stays unchanged for about 400 sec. In second 600, all the four robots from the top layer are removed.
Removing the robots takes about 30 sec which is the time the experimenter needs to catch the robots from the water and turn them off. The swarm reacts quickly to the change by rearranging the robots in the two layers such that each layer contains two robots. The swarm size is kept unchanged for about 200 sec and then the two robots on the top layer are removed from the water. The swarm reacts by rearranging the robots in the two layers such that each layer contains one robot. In second 914, the experimenter returns all the six robots to the water and the swarm reacts by rearranging the robots in the layers such that each layer contains four robots. After 173 sec, four robots on the top layer are removed from the water again and the swarm size is kept unchanged until the end of the experiment. Due to the limitation in the number of available robots and their capability in reporting their internal variables, in the following subsections, the robotic scenario is simulated. The simulated scenario is repeated for several times with the same and higher number of robots and the internal variables are studied.
Simulated robotic scenario
The robotic scenario is simulated here by running the algorithm on eight robots distributed equally in two layers. The robots are added and removed from the swarm in the same order and timing as the real robot experiment. The robots are simulated with a probability of operational freeze. By the operational freeze we mean the state that the robot stops any action or reaction due to temporary hardware/bus problems. That The results of equally partitioning a swarm of AUV robots. By adding new robots into the water or removing robots, the experimenter gradually increases the swarm size to eight, then gradually decreases to two, and again increases back to eight and decreases to four where the experiment ends.
is the case in our AUV robots when RF communication system was running. The probability of entering a freezing state is set to 0.05% and the probability of exiting the state is 0.5% in every cycle. Figure 5a represents an example run of the simulated robotic swarm. Figure 5b shows the results for 25 independent runs with the simulated robotic swarm.
Since the number of our available robots for was limited to eight in reality, we simulate a robotic scenario with 16 robots in order to get an impression of the performance of the algorithm with higher number of robots. The parameter settings of the algorithm stayed the same as in the eight robot case (Table 1 ). Figure 6a represents the behavior of the swarm in an example run. Figure 6b represents the results for 25 independent runs of the system. The results show that the algorithm still performs well without tuning the parameters of the algorithm for this higher number of robots.
A closer look at the dynamics
In order to get a deeper understanding of the algorithm, we depicted the dynamics of the internal variables of the agents in the swarm during runtime. For that, we accumulated the values of x and d variables from all the agents in the swarm from 25 independent runs of the simulated robotic scenario with eight robots. As it is represented in Figure 7a , the distance between the x values in each time-step, tends to be uniform over the whole experiment independent of the number of agents. When the number of agents is lower, the uniformity is more precise. When the number of agents is higher, there are more fluctuations in the x values and the distribution of the distances is less uniform. Nevertheless, success of the algorithm depends also on the range of the x values, the thresholds (number of subgroups) that split the swarm into tasks, and the parameters of the algorithm (section 4.3 investigates the parameter settings). In the experiment here, the agents are supposed to split into two tasks with equal demands meaning that a threshold value is set at the middle of the x-range and the robots with an x at each side of the threshold pick the corresponding task to perform. When the number of robots is small, the differentiation between the tasks are very clear 
Investigating parameter settings
In Figure 7a , a number of local optima of the distribution of x in every time-step is detectable. These local optima are the expected values for the x according to the swarm size. The separation around optima is very sharp for low number of robots and is less clear when the number of robots is eight. In the case of eight robots, eight bands of distribution around optima are still detectable but the separation is very fuzzy. The degree of fuzziness and the speed of changes can be dependent on the parameters of the algorithm such as σ and κ.
In order to investigate the effect of different parameterization in the performance of the algorithm, we run several experiments with a swarm of size eight for different values of σ and κ. Each experiment is repeated for 25 independent runs. An experiment starts with eight agents and keeps the swarm size fixed for the whole period (other parameters identical to the previous case). Figure 8 shows three example settings of σ and κ. As it can be seen in the figure, the separation of the distribution bands around the eight optima gets less clear as the κ increases. Another interesting feature to note is the difference between the speed of the spreading of x values along the range. In the figure, the dispersion is faster when the value of κ is larger.
We introduce two measures called dispersion and convergence-time that reflect the two above mentioned features.
In order to compute dispersion, we split the range of x into eight equal sub-ranges. The interquartile range Both features, dispersion and convergence-time, are computed for several different values of σ and κ. Figure 9 represents the values of the features. In the figure, the darker a cell of the grid is, the higher is the feature value. In Figure 9a , brighter cells of the grid represent lower dispersion meaning a better separation between the x values of agents. The brighter cells of the convergence-time in Figure 9b represent faster convergence. A good choice of the parameter setup is a trade off between the two features and depends on the practical requirements and constraints of the given task.
In addition to dispersion and convergence-time, the number of switchings between the tasks in the swarm is also interesting in practice. Figure 9c shows the total number of switchings between the tasks in the swarm over the period of 400 sec to 1200 sec for different values of σ and κ. The represented values are the median of the 25 runs. The brighter a cell is, the lower is the number of switchings over the period.
Is the behaviour of PSI comparable with the behaviour of real honeybee colonies?
With a turn back towards the inspiration origins of PSI algorithm, here we report the results of experiments with honeybees (Apis mellifera). Along with that, the results of experiments with simulated swarm of agents running PSI algorithm are reported. The changes in conditions in the simulated swarm are set such that they emulate the changes induced in our real honeybee colonies. The behaviour of the simulated swarm and the honeybee colonies are then compared representing similar effects in both cases.
Experimenting with real honeybees
In a set of experiments with honeybees, we tested whether the rate of behavioral development is changed by a human-induced swarming of honeybee colonies. By swarming we mean the process of forming a new colony when a queen bee and a large group of worker bees leave their colony to establish a new colony in a new place. In the experiments here, we induced a swarm-like event by collecting bees and putting them in a fresh empty hive (as explained in the following). Swarming event is a big demographic change that a colony faces in a normal annual cycle [28] . The bees in this situation are confronted with a lot of difficulties, e.g., they must build combs and have no food stores and no very young workers who can take over some of the work. Since there are no freshly emerging bees for at least three weeks after the swarming event, all the tasks in the colony after swarming have to be done by the decreasing number of aging workers. The behavioral development of worker honeybees is associated with a number of morphological and physiological changes [10, 39, 26] . It has been demonstrated in previous studies [24] that the lack of young workers extends brood rearing and comb construction to older chronological ages. In addition, the age of workers in the colonies seem to shift upward until the first new bees emerge which represents an adaptation in longevity of the honeybees [40] . 
Experimental setup
For the experiments with the honeybees, three trials were performed with three separate colonies of Apis mellifera carnica (see Table 2 ). The colonies were housed indoors in an 8-frame observation hive on the second floor in a building in the university (47 • 04' North, 15
• 27' East). The worker bees were given access to the outdoors via a transparent tube. All colonies were containing bees of all age cohorts and a mated queen. The brood combs were taken from different colonies, as it is almost impossible to get a sufficient number of young bees from only one colony over an extended period of several weeks. Every day we marked a number of 203-213 freshly emerged bees. To obtain enough different age classes, the bees were marked over a period of at least 42 days. The workers were defined as being 1-day-old at the day of marking, if their age is between 0 to 24 hours.
Since no freshly emerged bees are found in colonies after natural swarming event [6] , we stopped marking the bees a few days (5-7 days) before swarming to exclude very young bees at the time of the swarm-like event. Workers that are marked on the same day are defined as one age-cohort. A few days before the swarming event we trained the bees to a feeder provided with sugar water near the hive to guarantee a constant food supply for each colony before and after the induced swarm-like event. As a control phase, observation started 4 days before inducing the swarm-like event. To induce the event, all bees were shaken from the old combs, then they were removed and replaced by empty wax foundation. The queen was caged inside the hive to prevent her loss, and the opening of the cage was sealed with sugar dough. The hive was closed when all bees were situated inside the observation hive (the place for establishing the new colony).
Two persons recorded the numbers and colors of marked workers showing nursing and foraging behaviour
to analyze age demography of the respective group. Both observers collected data on each group for approximately one hour, trying to get similar sample sizes. This was done either daily or every second day.
Nurses were defined as bees putting their heads for more than 3 seconds into unsealed brood cells containing larvae. Foragers were defined as bees coming in with pollen on their legs or those not carrying pollen were assumed to be carrying nectar if they showed waggling dances or round dances. Dance followers, trembling dancers and bees at the feeder were also defined as foragers.
The age demography of the nurses and foragers are depicted in Figure 10 (a-c) and Figure 11 (a-c) for the three investigated colonies.
Experimenting with simulated swarm running PSI
Swarms of simulated agents running PSI algorithm were investigated for their behaviour in response to the changes similar to the situation in the bee colonies with the induced swarming event. Four tasks, namely cleaning, nursing, food-storing, and foraging, were introduced and the algorithm was supposed to partition the swarm into the four tasks. The random interactions between the agents were implemented as local and reciprocal exchange of physiological age (x values) between the agents in the same task or neighbouring tasks.
A simulated swarm starts with 50 agents with a fixed regime of birth and death (Table 3) and continued for 30,000 simulation steps when the swarm size was stabilized at about 2200 agents. At that step, the simulated procedure of induced swarming event started. All the agents which were presented up to this point, were considered as marked agents. Only the marked agents were observed in the next period of simulation.
Every 200 simulation steps were considered a day for the agents. For a period of 4 days (control phase), the colony continued with the birth of new agents, and then the induced swarming event occurred. For a period of 5 days, no new agent was born emulating the situation of no larvae in the hive after swarming event.
After 26 days (five days for no larvae plus three more weeks for brood), new agents started to emerge. At day 30 observation stopped. The data was collected from 10 independent simulated swarms. Figure 10d and Figure 11d depict the observation results in the same way as the real bee colonies. Table 3 : Experimental settings in the simulated swarm scenario birth rate 50 per day (100 attempts with probability of 0.5) death rate 
Results from honeybees and simulated swarms
Age demographics of the nurses and foragers are presented as Box-and-Whisker-Plots in Figure 10 (a-c) and Figure 11 (a-c). The two inclined lines emanating from the control phase on day -2.5, depict a prognosis.
The lines depict the age of the bees that during the control phase perform the respective tasks (nursing or foraging). Since a bee gets older every day, the inclined lines increase linearly (one day every day). In order to get the starting points of the inclined lines, the respective quartiles of the four control days were averaged.
Recall that in a normal situation of a colony, bees follow a developmental behaviour and switch from a task represents the normal situation of a colony, the age cohorts of the bees in the control phase, represent the normal age cohorts for the tasks in that colony. This means, if the behavioral developments of the bees stay intact, the age cohorts for the task do not change over the time of observation. Nevertheless, we induced the swarm-like event which drastically disturbs the normal situation of the colony.
If the behavioral development of a colony is disturbed in a way that the same cohorts of bees are engaged in a task for long periods of observation, the age distribution for the task stays between the inclined lines. Figure 10 (a-c) shows the age demography of nurses. As the figure shows, after the swarm-like event, the ages of the observed nurses in the three colonies stay between the inclined lines. That means the age cohorts of nurses after the swarm event remain almost the same as the age cohorts of the nurses originated in the control period. On the other hand, since no young bees hatched in the newly settled colonies up to at least three weeks after swarming, there is no freshly emerged bee (unmarked bee) that can take over the nursing task in this period. Based on these two facts, we suspect that the same bees that were performing the nursing during the control phase are the nurses observed after the swarm-like event.
As represented in Figure 10 (a-c), in colony 1 the distance between the two inclined lines is bigger than the distance in the other two colonies, meaning that the nurses in the control phase of this colony were from a Figure 13 : A typical simulated swarm where all the nurses and cleaners are suddenly removed from the colony at day 10 and no new bees are emerged until day 30. Immediately after that, some of the bees switch from food-storing to nursing and at day 15, at least one bee performs cleaning. It shows a reverse change in the behavioral development which is comparable with real bees. At about day 20, the relative number of bees undertaking the four tasks stays almost unchanged even though the swarm size keeps decreasing due to the death rate which hits older bees the most, meaning the adaptivity of the colony in keeping the balance of the task performances. At day 30, new bees emerge with a fixed rate. The swarm size increases gradually while the relative number of bees stays similar with some fluctuations.
broader range up to higher ages. Figure 11 (a-c) shows the number of detected foragers. The median age of the foragers is significantly higher than the median age of the nurses in all the phases until the end of the experiments (p¡0.05, Mann-Whitney U-test). Until the day when the first new bees emerged, some of the oldest former foragers could not be observed at foraging any more, and had most probably died.
The inclined lines in Figure 11 represent the age cohorts of the foragers which were present in the control phase. The deviations from the lines represent a tendency against aging in the detected foragers after the swarm-like event. This is more clear in colony 2 and 3. A reason for this decrease in the age (in comparison with the inclined lines) is due to the death of the old bees as well as the presence of many bees in the previous tasks that might be able to take over the foraging when the older foragers die. Figure 10d and Figure 11d depict the results from the simulated swarms representing behaviours similar to the real bee colonies for both nurses and foragers. This similarity suggests that the mechanisms defined in the PSI algorithm can be comparable with the mechanisms supporting the behaviours of real bee colonies.
Potential insights from the simulated swarm
Unlike the real bee experiments where we only have access to the data recorded for the detected bees, here we can look into more details of the behaviour of the swarm driven by the PSI algorithm. Figure 12 represents the number of agents in every simulated day of the experiment. As expected, the figure indicates a decrease in the swarm size causing by the death in absence of birth until day 26 2 when the new bees emerge.
Note that the death rate is higher for the older agents (Table 3 ) and the birth rate (starting from day 26) adds new agents to the cleaning task. The balance between the relative number of agents in different tasks is noticeable. It represents the effectiveness of the system in keeping the relative numbers fixed although the swarm size changes by removing from one side and adding to the other side of the task sequence. Figure 13 represents the behaviour of a typical simulated swarm where all the agents undertaking the cleaning and nursing and also the brood are removed at a point in time and no new agents emerge. As indicated in the figure, number of agents reverse their behavioral development (get physiologically younger) and undertake the cleaning and nursing. In addition, the relative numbers of agents in each task tend to stay fixed while some fluctuations still exist. These effects indicate adaptivity of the simulated swarms running the PSI algorithm and is comparable with the behaviour of colonies of real bees reported in the literature (e.g. [15] ). 2 5 days of no larvae and eggs plus 21 days for the new bees to emerge from new eggs
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In this paper, a distributed algorithm for adaptive partitioning for division of labor inspired from agepolyethism in honeybees is investigated. The algorithm is called Partitioning Social Inhibition (PSI) and employs the concept of physiological age of agents (represented by an internal variable x). By distributing the x value of the agents over the range and defining a number of thresholds (th) relative to the task demands, the swarm is split into corresponding task groups.
The paper is twofold: first robotic application of PSI algorithm and analysis of the parameters, and similarity of behaviour in honeybee colonies and simulated swarms running PSI algorithm.
We successfully implemented the algorithm for adaptive partitioning of a swarm of underwater robots in presence of noise. Figure 4 demonstrates the high performance of the algorithm for partitioning a robot swarm into two tasks-groups with adaptability to changes in the swarm. We then implemented the algorithm in a simulation of the robotic experiment with the same ( Figure 5 ) and with a bigger number of robots In addition to the robotic application, we also investigated the algorithm in a simulated swarm and compared its behaviour to a set of experiments that we carried out with honeybees. For that, three colonies of honeybees undergoing a human-induced swarming event were studied and the age demographics of the nurse bees and forager bees were depicted. Figure 10 and Figure 11 represent the age demographics for the three investigated honeybee colonies and simulated swarms. The results from both the real bees and the simulated agents represent that the behavioral development slows down after the swarm-like event by prolongation of the phase of nursing. The similarity of the effects suggests that the mechanisms employed in the PSI algorithm might be comparable with the mechanisms supporting the behaviour in the real bee colonies.
The PSI algorithm has some similarities but also some basic differences with other algorithms in the field, such as foraging-for-work (FFW) [36] . For example, in FFW, tasks are spatially arranged in a sequence and agents wander around and seek a task to perform. The spatial presence and physical movement of 26 the agents in the task areas lead to the distribution of the agents relative to the task demands. On the other hand, in PSI, it is the physiological age (x) of the agents that is virtually distributed relative to the task demands and leads to physical distribution of the agents in different areas. From a biological point of view, FFW does not consider physiological differences between bees to drive them to take different tasks to perform. On the other hand in PSI, a physiological age (x) is defined for the agents. This physiological age is considered a representative of physiological and morphological characteristics of the agents enabling it to perform particular tasks. There are also other methods such as stochastic policies as discussed in [1] which do not assume sequential ordering of tasks but uses a directed graph that defines interconnection topology of possible switchings between the tasks. Unlike PSI that aims for low switchings between the tasks, the stochastic policy method works based on persistent switching between the tasks while the transition rates are computed according to the demand for different tasks and determine the probability of the transitions between the tasks. PSI algorithm on the other hand aims not only for maintaining the desired ratio of the agents (robots) according to the demands but also keeps the switching rate low since switching between different tasks may cost time and energy and prevents specialization of the agents in the tasks. Another difference is that in stochastic policy method the transition rates are subject to optimization techniques. In PSI there is no optimization technique used since the thresholds are set directly based on the demands such that every segment between two adjacent thresholds is proportional to the relative demand of the related task.
In the current implementation of the PSI algorithm, the thresholds are set based on the relative demands for the tasks. If the demands change, the thresholds have to be set to the new values for all the agents. In order to get an immediate rearrangement of the agents, the new thresholds can be broadcasted to all the agents as global information. Otherwise the speed of the reaction would depend on the implementation of the propagation of the information about the new demands (which leads to new values for the thresholds).
In the future, we will improve the algorithm such that there is no need to any central calculation of the thresholds. We will also use the PSI algorithm in other real applications and more complicated scenarios.
Moreover, potential predictions that can be generated by using the algorithm in simulated swarms (e.g., in Figure 13 ) can be validated by performing experiments with honeybee colonies.
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